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By Ted Kaye

Pressure to change the state flag
of Mississippi continues, from
inside and outside the state.
Multiple independent efforts
proceed within Mississippi. The
most prominent, the proposal by
Laurin Stennis, has the support of
the largest flag retailer in Jackson
and the “Stennis Flag Flyers”
group. Design student Chase
Quarterman explored “The Mississippi Identity” in the debut issue
of NAVA’s revamped quarterly,
Vexillum (March 2018). Other
NAVA members are working to
guide state policy. And Judge
Carlos Moore made national news
in 2017 when he removed the flag
from his Clarksdale, Mississippi,
courtroom (see Vexillum #2).

Other states have taken different
approaches to the issue.
In Juneau, Alaska, the site of a 50state flag display has replaced the
Mississippi flag with the supposed
1861 Magnolia Flag, which Jackson
vexillologist Clay Moss (disputing
Whitney Smith) describes as the
“flag that never existed”.

The Magnolia Flag flying in place of
the Mississippi state flag in Juneau,
Alaska, Sept. 2018. [Mary Ansoff]

Here in Oregon, the state legislature has removed the Mississippi
flag from the 50-state
flag display on the capitol grounds in Salem,
leaving a bare pole.
The freedom the flag symbolizes
must include the right to treat the
flag itself as a mere symbol,
not as a holy object.
— Peter Laarman

The Stennis Flag, first proposed by
artist Laurin Stennis in 2016.
[stennisflagflyers.com]

The bare pole which
flew the Mississippi flag
at the Oregon Capitol,
Sept. 2018. [Ted Kaye]

If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye
at 503-223-4660 or editor@portlandflag.org. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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September 2018 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our September meeting, hosted
by Joyce and William Gifford at
the beautiful Oregon City Public
Library, 15 PFA members enjoyed
an evening of flags and extensive
conversation.
In their role as hosts, Joyce and
William provided a fine spread of
snacks and moderated the discussion, beginning with introductions
of two newcomers.

The Oregon City Public Library’s
conference room is festooned with flags.

David Ferriday planned to bring
his new “Flag of Anonymity”, but
he forgot it.
Kate Cushman brought her collection of table-top flags, including a
Soviet children’s flag acquired
from Annie Platoff (see Raven 17,
p. 78).
Max Liberman, taking copious
notes as usual, brought a large flag
of Amsterdam and presented it to
Kyle (whose grandmother is from
the Netherlands).

Flags represented each item on the
snack table—including Pirate’s Booty.

John Niggley brought a flag and a
banner of his alma mater, Furman
College in South Carolina.

John Niggley shows the flags he used
while recruiting for Furman College,
as Max Kaye looks on.
October 2018

David Ferriday declaims in front of the
Oregon City flag.

exploring an initiative to hold it
at Portland International Airport
(PDX) in 2019.

Kate and Max confirmed plans for
the PFA’s 2018 commemoration
of VexiDay, 30 September at 11:00
at Salmon Street Springs, while

The PFA, hearing plans for NAVA
52 next month, agreed to underwrite the Preble Lecture there—
members pitched in to fund it.
The Giffords, in turn, offered to
join other commercial members of
NAVA in underwriting the Driver
Award.

Kate Cushman shows the Soviet-era
Druzhba (Friendship) flag, with
children of three races.

Max Liberman unfurls the flag of
Amsterdam, before giving it away.
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Michael Orelove highlights the detailed embroidery on the flag of the Controller of the Currency, whose main role, apparently
to avoid confusion, is written prominently at the top: “Administrator of National Banks”. John Niggley made it years ago!

Michael Orelove shared large,
fringed flags of federal agencies
such as the GAO and EPA—John
Niggley recognized the Controller
of the Currency flag as one he had
made when he worked at National
Capitol Flag in D.C.!
Scott Mainwaring reported on his
work on NAVA’s Facebook presence (spinning out “Designing
Flags from “Flags & Vexillology”
and reviving the NAVA group)
and on the next issue of Raven:
Vatican Flags.
Ted Kaye brought several flags
acquired in Central Europe and
described several current municipal
flag-redesign efforts in which he is
assisting. He passed around his
updated clippings file, stirring a
discussion wondering how many
story illustrations specifically
feature a flag or flags.

Despite his current Seattle residence,
Scott Mainwaring displays his
allegiance to the Portland Flag.

Dr. John Schilke discusses
“photo ops” with flags.

Ted Kaye revels in showing the
municipal flag of Budapest, Hungary,
which he bought there in 2013.

John Schilke, with his usual
insightful observations, followed
up with an exploration of “what’s
really going on” in photo-journalistic presentations of flags, such as
photo-ops with politicians.
Continued on next page
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Ken Dale shows images of flag ceremonies for veterans without family.

Kyle Smith, in a GUAVA T-shirt,
describes the Albany, Oregon, flag.

Newcomer Kyle Smith, a member
of GUAVA now working in the
Portland area, told about the development and adoption of the flag of
Albany, Oregon (see VT #60).

Ken Dale described how he
attends interment ceremonies for
veterans without families, and the
related flag use.

Joyce Gifford pieces together the story
of the “Flags of the World” jigsaw
puzzle.

Joyce Gifford reported on the
success of the Flags of the World
jigsaw puzzle given to her at the
last meeting—assembled at her
father’s retirement home.
Patrick Genna brought several
flags acquired at Goodwill, led a
“name that flag” game, and gave
away most of them.
Fred Paltridge explained some
developments in his colors-formonths project, where he now
assigns a main color and two
secondary colors.

Patrick Genna tries to stump the
crowd with a Scandinavian cross flag.

William Gifford showed off some
of the latest mini-patches in the
smALLFLAGS.com inventory
(Canadian provinces), and described a production error where
the mistakenly-blue-headed PEI
lion resembled Cookie Monster.

Fred Paltridge outlines the specifics
of his personal flag.

Newcomer Max Kaye (no relation
to Ted Kaye or Max Liberman)
described his interest in flags
which depict constellations, leading
to an interesting discussion
(unfortunately, after astronomer
Michael Orelove left) of the flags
of Alaska and Brazil.
Our next meeting will be hosted
by Dave Anchel on 8 November at
his home in SW Portland.

William Gifford debuts his Canadian
provincial flag patches, a specialty of
smALLFLAGs.com.
October 2018

Max Kaye counts China flag stars.

Ken took the Portland Flag Association flag home for Dave, the
customary task of the next host.
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Roundup

This painting, “Glory”, by Edwyna
Zhu, appeared in the August 2018
Southwest Airlines magazine.
Zhu represents California’s 13th
congressional district.
Unique among the flags depicted
is the Graham Bartram design for
Antarctica (lower left).

An unusual flag recently flew on N.W. Thurman at 31st.
A banner of arms showing a crown over two lions, it represents the Berkshire
(England) County Council. The homeowner’s mother works there.

Tulsa, Oklahoma Adopts a New Flag
proposed a city flag design competition in late 2016. Although without
official sanction, it received over 400
submissions and delivered a final
design in early 2017 after more than
8,000 Tulsans weighed in.
Tulsa, Oklahoma (adopted 2018)

The Tulsa city council voted 7-0 on
3 October to approve a new city flag
after more than a year of debate.
Jacob Johnson and Joey Wignarajah

The dark blue, cream, red, and gold
flag includes a shield with a red circle
and beige star. The design elements
represent different aspects of Tulsa
and Oklahoma history. The shield

Tulsa, Oklahoma (1973–2018)

Tulsa, Oklahoma (1941–1973)

recalls the Native American tribes
forced to relocate to the region and
echoes a similar element on Oklahoma’s state flag. The red circle represents the blood shed and lives lost in
the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre and
the beige star in the center represents
Tulsa’s bright future.
Jordan Winn, the flag’s designer,
sports a tattoo of the flag on his arm.
The flag follows three previous flags.

Tulsa, Oklahoma (1923/4–1941)
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Vexiday: The Third World Vexillology Day in Portland
By Scott Mainwaring

On 1 October the flag world again
came together to commemorate
the day dedicated to the celebration of flags and flag studies.
World Vexillology Day
(“Vexiday” for short) is an annual
celebration, organized for the third
time this year by vexillological
associations around the world.

Max Liberman explains Vexiday to
a visitor and her caregiver.

(See http://vexiday.org for more
information.)
Members of the Portland Flag
Association staged a flag display
at Salmon Street Springs, a public
plaza along the Willamette River
in Tom McCall Waterfront Park,
on Sunday, 30 September.
They flew over 40 flags and engaged passersby with explanations
of vexillology and games of “name
that flag”. They handed out leaflets and Portland flag postcards.
The event coincided with the Parkinson’s Walk, which assured that
thousands of people saw the flags.
Defying the flag code, the U.S. flag
was displayed consistently with the
other flags.

Girls admire the flag of South Africa.

Nathaniel Mainwaring decodes the
flag of Denver, Colorado.

A passerby on a scooter poses for
a photo with Vexiday flags.

FIAV has endorsed Vexiday,
noting that 1 October marked the
birth of modern vexillology with
the first Flag Bulletin in 1961.
We hope to share images from
Vexiday around the world in the
next issue. Please send write-ups
and images to info@vexiday.org
or post online with the
hashtag #vexiday.

Michael Orelove explains a version of
the 15-stripe 15-star U.S. flag.

A girl picks out her favorite flag.

Continued on next page
October 2018
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PFA members complete the flag display, ready engage visitors during Vexiday commemorations in downtown Portland.

Parkinson’s walkers in tutus parade
past the flag display.

Michael Orelove enlightens two
visitors near the Hawthorne Bridge.

Great city flags stand out in
the Vexiday exhibit.

Leo Gardella gleefully flies a
British White Ensign.

John Niggley (right), his wife and
daughter (left), accompany a caregiver
wheeling his mother, dressed as Wonder Woman for the Parkinson’s Walk.

Portland Flag Association members celebrate the 3rd Vexiday on 30 September.
From left to right: Austin Schleicher, Ted Kaye, Henry Mainwaring, Scott Mainwaring, Liam Cushman, Nathaniel Mainwaring, Max Liberman, Patrick Genna,
Kate Cushman, Michael Orelove, and Leo Gardella.
[The U.S. flag is purposefully reversed.]

Continued on next page
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More Vexiday in Portland

Salmon Street Springs, in Tom McCall Waterfront Park alongside the Willamette River, hosts Vexiday 2018.

Ted Kaye with his hometown flag.

Liam and Kate Cushman bring stick
flags to share.

John Niggley cannot decide whom to
support in the World Cup—
Switzerland or Sweden.
Patrick Genna with his hometown flag.

Austin Schleicher with his mother’s
home canton flag.
October 2018

Michael Orelove with his hometown flag.

Leo Gardella and Patrick Genna place
British flags around a park bench.
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French Flags Cup

Dear friends, The Société Française de Vexillologie (SFV) has launched the French Flags’ SFV Cup for the Vexiday
(1 October). Each day, a few matches will be organised on Twitter. Each flag that will receive the higher amount of votes will
go through until the Grand Final. Tweet, retweet, share and vote and invite your friends and followers to participate and elect
your favourite French flag during each match !
Thank you for your attention and best wishes, Cédric de Fougerolle, president, SFV

De gustibus non est disputandum
Editor, The Vexilloid Tabloid
I much enjoy reading every issue
of The Vexilloid Tabloid, but I will
admit I was much taken by the
August, 2018, issue, and its lead
article, authored by you: The
“Essential Flag”.
A variation of this concept has
long been of interest to me. I’m
not taking sides in this question;
I don’t think there’s a right or
wrong. “De gustibus non est disputandum”—you can’t argue about
taste.

Rather, I’ve always been interested
in “What’s the flag like on the
ground?”
Mr. David Martucci, perhaps the
greatest expert on Maine flags ever,
notes that no one flies the Maine
flag as it’s described. That to me is
the interesting fact. What does the
flag look like when described?
What does it look like when actually flown? Why is there a difference? Is it too hard to manufacture the flag as described? Was a
cheaper variant more readily available? Are you evading a copyright?

Etc., etc.
Often, people decide on their own
how to depict the flag. Many depictions; in paintings, designs, and
so on; not necessarily a flown cloth
flag, show how people have abstracted the American flag. Keep
the colors, a blue canton with stars,
and some red & white stripes.
That’s enough for them.
At any rate, thanks for the article!
Carl Gurtman,
York, Maine
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The 2018 Gresham Teddy Bear Parade
By Michael Orelove

Students from the Corbett and
Reynolds High School’s Key Clubs
wore teddy bear ears and held flags
as they got ready to walk in the
36th annual Gresham Teddy Bear
Parade on 29 September 2018.
Fifteen students participated in the
parade and carried historical American flags, national flags, an earth
flag, a Kiwanis flag, and the Olympics flag. They even had a 51-star
flag for when another state is added to the union. I supplied the
flags, as I have for several years.

Members of the Key Clubs of Corbett and Reynolds High Schools on parade.

The parade’s organizer, the women’s club Soroptimist International
of Gresham, welcomed 89 entries,
which followed a circuitous route
around downtown Gresham
(Portland’s largest neighbor to the
east).
Gresham’s flag, as described in the
Oregon Flag Registry (oregonflag
registry.org), portrays the city seal
between branches of lilac, the city’s
flower. The city adopted the flag
in 1984 after a delegation from its
sister city of Ebetsu, Japan, presented the mayor with its flag, but
Gresham had no flag with which
to reciprocate.

The flag of Gresham, Oregon,
adopted in 1984.
October 2018

Teddy bears educate the public about the evolution of the U.S. flag.

Kiwanis, Canadian, and U.S. flags bear explanatory placards.
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What’s that Flag?

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz

By Ted Kaye

By Tony Burton

Name these flags and identify what
important vexillographic characteristic they have in common.

These flags share similar colors and
can lead to misidentification.

Answers in the next issue…

Congrats to the solvers (who came
up with some alternative answers):
Bill Neckrock & John Cartledge.

Armenia.

Romania.
Venezuela / Miranda—1806 alternate.

Moldova (unofficial from 1980s).

Spanish Republic, 1931–39.

Noord Holland, Netherlands.

Chad.
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Portland Flag Miscellany
The Oregonian (8/31/18) illustrated
an article on Dennis Richardson,
Oregon’s secretary of state, showing
him speaking before a Portland flag
(and an Oregon flag, in the wrong
position, protocol-wise).

Breakside Brewery, on NW Raleigh,
features Cascadia and Portland flags.

A panoply of pride flags bedecks a house at SE 28th and Stark.
Also displayed is the “In Our America” poster (see VT #62).

November Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 PM,
Thursday, 8 Nov. 2018, at the
home of David Anchel, 3024
S.W. Flower Terrace, Portland,
OR 97239.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those
of you who have missed recent
meetings and engaging in provocative flag-related discussion.
Newcomers are welcome!
If you can’t get to the meeting,
perhaps you can give the editor
something to share with readers.
October 2018

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org.

